FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $49*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Leki

Micro Trail Pro Folding
Trekking Poles
From $260.90
Available sizes:
110 cm | 115 cm | 120 cm | 125 cm | 130 cm |
135 cm

Details

Specifications

When you're blazing along the trails, the Micro Trail Pro
Poles from Leki are the premium choice for lightweight
support. These poles feature the brand's newly designed
Shark Frame Strap which is different from your standard
strap. It's made from highly breathable mesh material which
encloses your hand securely and is larger for better support.
The shafts are made from 100% highly modular carbon which
is super durable while keeping the weight down. For
ergonomic comfort, the Micro Trail Pro has a natural cork grip
and a Thermo grip extension for better flexibility on steep
terrain. The tip is optimised for trail running as it's alignmentfree, has a concave spike for foothold in each angle and
provides you with the optimum swing. Best of all, the push
button allows these poles to be folded up to just 37cm in a
jiffy. On fast and light missions, you can lean on the Micro
Trail Pro Poles from Leki. Ideal for trail running and
lightweight hiking 100% highly modular lightweight
carbonFolding design, with a tiny packed size of 37cm
Trigger Shark 2.0 System Shark Frame mesh strap
Breathable, secure and enclosed mesh strap Trail running tip
- alignment-free, concave spike for foothold in each angle,
optimum swing action Not adjustable, but available in a range
of sizes

Snowys Code:

34440

Supplier Code:

649-2585 110

In Use Dimensions:

110 cm

Packed Dimensions:

37L x 10W x 10H cm

Material:

100% Carbon (HM)

Adjustable Length:

Fixed 110 cm

Grip:

Trigger Shark 2.0 (2-Component)

Weight:

0.195 Kg (each)

Warranty:

Lifetime | 10 Years Availability on
Parts

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns

Snowys Outdoors

